


1818 - Blouse in two-colored fisherman’s rib in Mayflower Cotton Merino Classic. 
 

Size: S (M) L (XL) XXL (XXXL) 

Chest measurement in cm: 95 (100) 103 (109) 112 (115) 

Length in cm: 60 (62) 64 (66) 68 (70) 

Light blue, color 117, balls: 

Charcoal grey, color 104, 
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Needles: Needles and circular needles US 6/UK 8 and US 8/UK 6. 

Quality: Mayflower Cotton Merino Classic. 50 % Super wash Wool, 50 % Cotton, 110 

m pr. 50 gram. 

Gauge: 14½ sts in fisherman’s rib on needles US 8/UK 6 = 10 cm 

To achieve the best result, we recommend using Knit Pro needles, which is the professional tool for 
knitting and crochet. 
 

 

Uni-colored fisherman’s rib, knitted in the round (sts amount divisible by 2): 

1. rnd: * slip 1 sts purl wise with yo, knit 1, repeat from *. 

2. rnd: * purl the purl sts together with the yo, slip the knit sts purl wise with yo, repeat from *. 

3. rnd: * slip the purl sts purl wise with yo, knit the knit sts together with the yo. 

Repeat 2. and 3. rnd. 

 

Two-colored fisherman’s rib, knitted in the round (sts amount divisible by 2), gives light blue front 

and charcoal grey back: 

1. rnd: Light blue, * slip 1 purl wise with yo, knit 1, repeat from *. 

2. rnd: Charcoal grey, * Purl the purl sts together with the yo, slip the knit sts purl wise with yo, repeat from *. 

3. rnd: Light blue, * slip the purl sts purl wise with yo, knit the knit sts together with the yo.  

Repeat 2. and 3. rnd. 

 

Uni-colored fisherman’s rib, knitted back and forth(sts amount divisible by 2): 

1. r: * slip 1 purl wise with yo, knit 1, repeat from *. Turn. 

2. r: * slip the purl sts purl wise with yo, knit the knit sts together with the yo, repeat from *. Turn. 

Repeat 2nd r. 

 

Two-colored fisherman’s rib, knitted back and forth (sts amount divisible by 2): 

Must be knitted back and forth on circular needles. You knit alternately 2 right side rows and 2 wrong side 

rows. 

1. right side row: Light blue, * slip the purl sts purl wise with yo, knit the knit sts together with the yo, repeat 

from *. Do not turn but push the sts back to the beginning of the needles. 

2. right side row: Charcoal grey, * purl the purl sts together with the yo, slip the knit sts purl wise with yo, 

repeat from *. Turn. 

1. wrong side row: Light blue, * Purl the purl sts together with the yo, slip the knit sts purl wise with yo, 

repeat from *. Do not turn but push the sts back to the beginning og the needles. 

2. wrong side row: Charcoal grey, * Slip the purl sts purl wise with yo, knit the knit sts together with the yo, 

repeat from *. Turn. 

Repeat these 4 rows. 

 

Edge stitches (knot edge): The first sts in all rows is slipped with the yarn behind the work and the last sts 

is knitted. 



Raglan decreases: 
 
1 fisherman’s rib-purl sts = 1 purl stitch, slipped purl wise with yo 
1 fisherman’s rib-knit sts = 1 knit sts with yo from the previous row = 2 loops on the needle, counts as 1 
sts. 
 
Fisherman’s rib decrease towards the left: 2 sts dec: slip the next fisherman’s rib-knit sts knit wise, knit 
the following fisherman’s rib-purl sts + fisherman’s rib-knit sts together and pull the slipped fisherman’s rib-
knit sts over. 
Fisherman’s rib decrease towards the right: 2 sts dec: Knit the next fisherman’s rib-knit sts + fisherman’s 
rib-purl sts together, move the new sts to the left needle and pull the following fisherman’s rib-knit sts over, 
move the sts back to the right needle. 
2 sts inc: In a fisherman’s rib-knit sts knit 1 + 1 yo + knit 1. From the following r the yo is knitted in 
fisherman’s rib. 
 

 

Back and front piece. 

Are knitted together on circular needles up to the 

armholes. Cast on 138(146)150(158)162(166) sts 

with light blue in needles US 6/UK 8 and knit 4 

rnds around in stockinette (= knit all sts). Change 

to circular needles US 8/UK 6 and continue in uni-

colored fisherman’s rib with light blue, while 

putting a marker at the beginning of the rnd. Knit 

12 rnds (count 7 knit sts in the height) and then 

continue around in two-colored fisherman’s rib as 

described above. Work straight until the work 

measures 42(43)44(45)46(47) cm and split it by 

the beginning of the rnd and after 

69(73)75(79)81(83) sts for back and front. 

 

Back. 
69(73)75(79)81(83) sts. Continue back and forth 
on circular needles in two-colored fisherman’s rib, 
while fastening off 3 sts in both sides for armhole 
= 63(67)69(73)75(77) sts. From here knit the 
outermost sts in both sides as edge sts. Knit the 2 
right side rows and the 2 wrong side rows as 
described. The begin the raglan decreases in both 
sides in the following ”1. right side row with 
light blue”: 1 edge sts, 1 fisherman’s rib-purl sts, 
in the next fisherman’s rib-knit sts increase 2 sts 
(see above), 1 fisherman’s rib-purl sts, 1 
fisherman’s rib dec towards the left (see above), 1 
fisherman’s rib-purl sts, 1 fisherman’s rib dec 
towards the right (see above), continue in 
fisherman’s rib until the last 11 sts, 1 fisherman’s 
rib dec towards the left, 1 fisherman’s rib-purl sts, 
1 fisherman’s rib dec towards the right, 1 
fisherman’s rib-purl sts, in the next fisherman’s 
rib-knit sts increase 2 sts, 1 fisherman’s rib-purl 
sts and end with 1 edge sts. On the wrong side 
and the right-side rows where you dont knit 
decreases, knit all sts between the edge sts in 
fisherman’s rib. Repeat the raglan decreases on 

every 8th row (meaning every other time, you knit 
”1. Right side row with light blue”), until you have 
knitted 9(9)9(10)10(10) decreases in each side = 
27(31)33(33)35(37) sts left. Knit 3 rows straight up 
after the last decrease, while fastening off the 
edge sts in both sides on the last r. Put the 
necklines 25(29)31(31)33(35) sts on a stitch 
holder. 
 

Front. 

Is knitted like the back, but with a deeper neckline: 

when you have knitted 7(7)7(8)8(8) raglan 

decreases in each side = 35(39)41(41)43(45) sts 

left, knit another 3 rows straight up after the last 

decrease, while fastening off the edge sts on the 

last row = 33(37)39(39)41(43) sts. Put the 

necklines sts on a stitch holder. 

 

Left sleeve. 
Cast on 61(61)61(65)65(65) sts with light blue in 
needles US 6/UK 8 and knit 4 r stockinette. The 
outermost sts on each side is knitted as an edge 
sts. Change to needles US 8/UK 6 and continue in 
uni-colored fisherman’s rib back and forth in light 
blue. When you have knitted 14 r in fisherman’s 
rib, continue in two-colored fisherman’s rib on 
circular needles back and forth as described 
above. Fasten off 4 sts in both sides for arm holes 
and then knit raglan decreases in both sides, 
starting on the following “1. Right side row with 
light blue”. Knit the decreases as described on the 
back, so in the right side knit 
 9(9)9(10)10(10) decreases (like on the back) and 
in the left side knit 7(7)7(8)8(8) decreases (like on 
the front). When the 7(7)7(8)8(8) decreases in the 
left side are finished, fasten off from the left side 
on every other row another 6 sts, 2 sts and 2 x 1 
sts. When the 9(9)9(10)10(10) decreases in the 
right side are finished, fasten off the edge sts in  
 



 
both sides and put the remaining 9 sts on a stitch 
holder.  
 
Right sleeve. 
Is knitted like the left, but mirrored, meaning  
7(7)7(8)8(8) raglandecreases in the right side like 
on the front (+ fastening off sts afterwards) and 
9(9)9(10)10(10) raglandecreases in the left side 
like on the back. 
 
Montering. 
Sew the raglan hems together in mattress 
stitches, so the edge sts are hidden. Sew the 
sleeve and side hems.  

Neckband. 
With circular needles US 6/UK 8 and light blue 
knit a total of 98(100)102(104)106(108) sts up 
around the neckline. Knit around in fisherman’s 
rib. When you have knitted 14 rnds contunue in 
stockinette. When you have knitted 4 rnds in 
stockinette, fasten off the sts suitably loose. Sew 
the armholes. 
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